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The Black Boy Blues
By Bomani Moyenda
I got the Israelite wandering in the desert blues
The strange fruit hanging from the poplar tree blues
I got the Amadou Diallo 19 out of 41 bullets fired crash burnin through my flesh/ instant death
blues
The Trayvon Martin walking while black blues
I got a bad case of the bumping my head against the glass ceiling blues
The can’t seem to wash the grease off my bootstraps blues
The laid-off cigarette cough blues
The can’t seem to find my daddy but I know he’s out there somewhere blues
The can’t seem to find my daddy but he’s right here in the house emotionally passed out blues
The convenient store selling drug paraphernalia in my neighborhood blues
I got the homeless mofo sleepin under the overpass blues
The ain’t-that-the-sho-nuff blues for your ass blues
I got the unprotected blues
The disrespected blues
The downright rejected blues
The Jim Crow recently resurrected blues
Yes, I got the stolen election blues
The stolen affection blues
The can’t stand to see my reflection blues
And a bad case of the “I Have a Dream” every January 15th bullshit blues
Better known as the we still have a loooooong way to go blues
I got the just missed the A train…again blues
The drank too much and woke up in jail blues
The sober but wish I was drunk blues
Not to mention the Elvis Presley stole Big Mama Thorton’s “ain’t nothing but a hound dog”1
blues
The Little Richard/Pat Boone/Beatles pay me my got damn royalties blues
The methadone clinic is my new dope man blues
The Gil Scott-Heron “Winter in America”2 blues
The Def Comedy Jam blues
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The apolitical don’t give a damn blues
I got the thrown under the bus blues
The burned up in the bus blues
The longing for a summer breeze blues
The burned out on government cheese blues
The Midwest pounding my chest union busting blues
I got the conservative republican wants me dead blues
The automatic vote democratic still can’t get nowhere blues
And boy do I have the missing Michael Jackson blues
The Jimi Hendrix manic depression blues
The I don’t know why I love your ass blues
The guilt ridden need to be confessin blues
But this unarmed black man gunned down blues
And this black woman dying in jail blues
The lying cop claiming he’s in fear of dying blues
Has given me the suppressing my anger/rage blues
That old hopeless black dude depression blues
The high blood pressure wanting to teach a cop a lesson blues

I got the “His Eye is on the Sparrow”3 but I hope he watches over me too blues
And at the same time the His eye is on the sparrow so maybe I can slip away and exact some
justice blues
When I say Black Lives Matter and they say all lives matter
But they don’t say that when the Black lives’ blood splatter;
Or when the young black brothers’ and sisters’ hearts sputter
When their hopes and dreams and blood drain down the street gutter
No! Then don’t say all lives matter then
They only say it when
Black people rise in rage and unmitigated nerve
And rebuke the Jim Crow treatment we don’t deserve
My blues is turning red
My blues is turning red
My blue-black blues is turning red…red…red….

1. Thorton, Big Mama. Ain’t nothing but a hound dog, “Hound Dog.” Peacock Records. 1953.
2. Scott-Heron, Gil. Winter in America. “Winter in America.” Strata-East Records. 1974.
3. Gabriel, Charles H. and Martin, Civilla D. “His Eye is on the Sparrow.” 1905.
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Behavior
By Herbert Woodward Martin

Be on your best behavior,
for God only knows what
I will find when I get the

news that you are in jail
and I get a lawyer and
come to that jail house
a mother’s advice
They could not have named you
for the second inaugural poet,
it would have been incestuous,

you are black like the President
and perhaps even a tad more
black because as far as you can
tell both your parents are more
black than he is and it is clear
that he is bi-racial and that clears
up one fact, and the second fact is

that it is now open season on
black men and boys, so if you trip,
you’re dead, and who’s to prosecute?
Now you answer me that?
You have to take rare care of yourself
and that is a given these days.
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No one is safe, which means
we got to pray hard that this president
makes it out of that White House,
and makes it back to Chicago or
wherever the hell he wants to go
to retire. That’s the least we can
do for him; get him home safely,
and maybe we can take some time
off and relax because as far as I
can see or tell we are just exiting
the Civil War and moving rapidly
towards segregation, and we are
going to need a few white people
to stand up and say that what is
happening is wrong and we need
to change our civil laws, and

Lord knows what is going to
happen when we stupidly
elect a woman for President?
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Fear of Driving
By Adrian Cepeda
Why is it when grabbing
the wheel, I immediately hear
siren sounds, attack panicking
my breath, I don’t want to write
gun poetry and suffer another side
of the road interrogation because
of my caramello skin tone, like on
the night of my high school graduation—
stopped by SAPD, informing me,
my complexion matching the gang description
of some banger who just robbed a house.
I don’t want to write any more gun poetry
and raise my arms up in the air praying
to the lord up in the overcast Southern
Texas skies as I hear my rights
disappear with flashes of having
orange draped all over my hunching
back not wanting to sport the latest
style of new county jail jumpsuits
dreading confining me in solitary
and imagining headlines of my untimely
demise appear before my stuttering site—
all this appears in my head before starting
my car, I rub my Kokopelli Totem
Necklace that my poetic mentor
Alma Luz suggested I hang over
my rearview for suerte more than
buena, as I signal to turn into the freeway
that at times is not meant for me, mis
hermanos and members of my estranged
poetic family—retelling my reflection
I have no fear of driving—I just don’t
want to write gun poetry sparked
by an officer showing off his own piece
and instructing me to lie on the hellacious
highway concrete, face down like a perro
in heat, just so he can check my California
ID, weapon pointing at my sweating hands
held up, while I compose my last rights…
to be silent haiku as cars pass me and
my soon-to-be chalk outlining my invisible
For Social Justice
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skin as it barbeques, sun-burning with
humiliation on expressway interchange.
I see myself seething like an arrestee
face down on I-10, not wanting to let
go of my pen fountaining, as perspiration
drops sweltering tears, without any
movements, suddenly checking
both ways…flashing forward
in my front seat, I defiantly
compose gun poetry; slowly signaling—
I restart my engine…so cautiously.

“The Dancer”
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The Whitest Black Girl I Know!
By Breanna McGowan
“You’re the whitest black girl I know” said a white lady at work; well most of them came into agreement, even though I’m the darker of the four other black co-workers of mine.
In a majority white-based office, I tend to not put one race compared to another. In most cases I tend to
not care. In reality though growing up in a predominately white neighborhood and school, the distinction is there.
It’s that indirect tendency that keeps the tension thick in the air. They think it’s cool saying, “Oh she
don’t care.” “She agrees with us.” They just don’t know. No, no honey child, silence is not agreement.
It’s just not playing ignorance with ignorance to dabble in your experience. Silence is letting you think
what you want and say what you must. We are not friends nor buddy-buddy, we just work together
within these walls; that is all.
This all mainly coming from the white girl that’s “more hood” because she has that slang down and the
snap of her neck is just that good. She has more curves and a slightly fuller figure. As well as the referral to her child’s father being, “That’s my baby daddy! My baby daddy black!’’
She has all the characteristics in her eyes to being a “typical black girl;” yet so blind to the fact that the
melatonin still doesn’t fit her disguise. See back in high school my best friend (who was white), we are
still good friends ‘til this day, but this was junior year on our first day.
She picked me up for school around 7:30am. As soon as we drove off she started blasting Lil Wayne
through the stereo system. I immediately turned it off I said “I don’t listen to Lil Wayne.” Her response:
“Oh you don’t? I thought this is what you listened to.”
Clueless and lost all because of what she didn’t know, didn’t take the time to ask, until after the fact of
she didn’t know. Don’t get me wrong I love hip hop and rap culture, Lil Wayne is just not my vice, especially still being half asleep, wishing it was night.
Anyhow, from my perspective, I didn’t know speaking with correct pronunciation and knowledge
that’s meant to help us grow was only limited to a certain group of people. Having the lack of head
snaps and so called ghetto slang to ego, the smacking of lips or those big booty girls. Not that anything
is wrong with that, that’s just clearly not in my DNA, I must say.
I must have a neon sign stuck on my forehead saying, that girl is just not hood or black enough to stand
up to those typical standards. Don’t get me wrong because I’ve heard it from those “black girls,” too.
Magnifying ignorance in this never-ending cesspool, why are we holding each other’s standards on just
a “typical” scale? Why not push one another to step out of our boxes onto a grander scale? It’s a simple
thing to do, next time you have a thought, just ask before you speak.
So now I have a few questions of my own. What is the definition of a “stereotypical black girl” supposed to be? Or how about we stop asking dumb questions and learn about each other the way it is
meant be.
For Social Justice
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Edging Justice
By Ryan S. Dean
Lady you are close
said a wild jazz man
trumpet player
sounding the call of royalty
as if in a courtyard of subjects
but this is no courtyard
the concrete streets of Babylon
and I am no trumpet player
though I am loud and
want to be heard
If only this then that
are my thoughts of justice
if only this then that
will bring about peace
though peace is always present
and justice is always here
so I yell and demand
because I don’t believe
and maybe one day I will
if only this and that
Justice are you near
they need to change
they are wrong and I…
Justice on my side the stone
calls to me from my feet
and I go low
low
low
to pick it up
because justice
is here

9

I throw stones
for you justice
you set the fire
Ghandi was wrong
Martin was wrong
I, I, I, am right
to fight tyranny
come justice come
Justice I never loved you
I roll over on the cement
and harden my resolve
Justice I never loved you
the boots march over me
the clubs of democracy
are open to all
on this night
come justice come
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Dystopic Protection
By Maiya Celeste

Oh I know some think it ain’t right
But when you finally see the light,
it will bring you to great heights
To open up and see the lies
Connections both worldly and introspective
Let it click for you to see that all those movies and stories,
Magazines, and conforming oral speech
Are just trying to make you like dumb, like dull, and like boring
We've all heard and read about tales with evil rulers,
queens, but usually kings
That make social castes within social class
and get off on systematic murdering
Disguising the insane as sane and with power in corporate gain
Keeping fear in our eyes or
in the change of our heartbeat when the police
Ride by at my house at night,
just wondering why it feels like we are in a fear chastise ....

Communities being taught they’re supposed to protect,
but it seems they always seem to wreck any trust I had left
I’m never gonna estimate
How you always seem to say
That’s it, and you, you, and you, are under arrest today
For some more of my bureaucratic bull that blackens souls
That’s it, WE can’t take it no more
Cause you'll take me even if I'm showing signs of peace,
Om shanti shanti om,
Deuces in the air instead of that bird
tweet tweet'n fuck the police...
you know that’s what we all are thinkin
When we see that authority trippin
Cause they’re just relying on the trip on your hip
Instead of the looking into the system
That’s built upon capitalism and corporate greed,
so intertwined you cannot see,
that it makes you move blindly
And if you don’t run steadfast backwards
you're just another lost sister, lost brother in the herd, not being heard...
In the art of the social movements, you must be moving monumentally
Like you know the myth of meritocracy,
For Social Justice
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that we are treated equal and have equal opportunity
It’s a lie and some doors are locked based on the state of your health,
wealth, or status,
and if you are one of those who ain’t with who down with the quo,
you know they are already thinking you’re way below,
whether you’re rockin an afro or
something that just speaks to your individual soul
Don’t let it go, because you have the gold to be the next feraux
Don’t forget to scream out for freedom
and if you didn’t hear, then, well, just redrum and keep singin
Cause we can't forget to disturb the peace
because you know you’re at home when you feel safe in your streets
But the streets aren't safe
when you're being killed two blocks from where you sleep
Every day and every week
We keep on hearing tragedies
Isn't it a pity, how we keep prayin for retreat or reform
for them to take off their uniforms and unify in formalities of unity.
We now know,
it clearly shows who they are protecting.
We must keep fighting

“Child of Despair”
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The River
By Dave Nichols
-I’ve got a dust river in my head, a river of names endlessly repeating a
—Dorothy Allison
1 - synonyms for boy
perpetrator
tall for his age
could pass
for at least
strapped and young
for his looks
assailant’s face
darkened by
hoodie
dropout’s gun-shaped hands
deceased hooded assailant
reckless, bloodless
bubonic
shadow in the grass
whose eyes can be
mistaken for a weapon
thug strapped
hood drugged
gang
affiliation whose
body appeared to be a gun
armed in sagging
age
2 - 911 caller speaks of rivers b
there is a rummager in beavercreek
who is shaking down the shelves
he is loading the gun
with his cell phone
a senior dropped her yarn
that sound
is not a cart squeaking
For Social Justice
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he’s aiming it at girls
he’s loading the rifle
with his mother
yes, black
his shoes are tracking mud
his hair is aggressive
his face is a table in a brown room
clips of 22s
loading on the table
he is filling the rifle with his
daughters
the assault rifle is black
his hoodie is a crisis of hollyhocks
the household cleaner aisle
his fingernails are filling the rifle
his fingers are carbon
his eyes?
what difference do the colors of those make?
3 - Trayvon tells his story

4 - briefs for the defense
it wasn’t me says george, jester deputy
fingering his own clothes
with the barrel of a loaded stub
nose 357 shooting at a woman’s head
to give a haircut, circling his own gun
commercial, fudd, looney, to a jury
that’s a mirror, in the fith year
of an nra subscription
since a white woman was robbed
once and guns don’t shoot themselves
it wasn’t me says officer new york
just doing my job outside the standard
I guess you’d call them
protocol whose choke used on white suspects
at least
counts as excessive
13
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you know
force whose boundaries, dripped by dandruff
from the DA’s powdered wig, shake
and bob to a grand jury which is also a mirror
and the matches of the president’s eyebrows
fog, switch, but do not kindle
it wasn’t me high fiving
it wasn’t my taser killed the teenage painter
for staining
an abandoned mcdonalds
with his name
5 - darren wilson speaks of rivers
stop me if you’ve heard this one
two boys walk into a bar
and the bartender says
to the black one
stop me if you’ve heard it
two black boys walk into a doctor’s office
and the bartender says
to the rapper
a black boy steps into a sidewalk
and tells the bartender, black—
wait
there was one—
two black boys walk unarmed
into a gun-shop and the bartender says
to the unarmed black body
I want to see some ID
and the black boy says
I know—
I know, it’s priceless
listen
two demons stretch across a front-seat
a black hogan—
two black
one of them is laughing
an intense faced demon looks aggressively
back at the bartender
stop me if you’ve heard it
For Social Justice
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there was one black boy running backward
coming toward me
the bartender said
would you like a shot?
6 shots for my pal over there
shot shot shot shot shot shot
shot shot drink up, boys
no charge
6 - the X as political subject
the X is not crying on the inside1
child of four finds fireplace and straw
burns the crooked floor earthed by shelves
the bed linens, tires of his toys
the X ingests the Angel of the house
chews its heart, blue bubble of conscious
loosened by wind and american refinement2
the youthful death of the X was a convenience
for reporters.3 the lawyer is not crying on the inside
dreads contentions from the press
pleads peace for dollar justice
I shot, the suspect said, the deceased defensively
the X’s chest exploded to save my country’s life, etc
a mother kept son’s eyes from closing friday
by firing at a tree who stalked her son, the police reported
another mistaking of plastic bags for squirrels
and birth for death
the X’s laughter is a rattling, the professor insists
accusing abstraction, history, he reckons, is wildly gluttonous4
the court reporter’s misspelling of shackled
makes the appellate room erupt
the black boy shacked in chains [sic]
and robes of fiery orange
who are we, the student asks

1

Richard Wright’s Black Boy

2

The Bible: ignore harshness

3

cotton batiste of red polka dots clothed the black boy like a clown suit

4

the post-card’s pink arm saws the escaper in half like a magician. with the redness of the
ripped curtains, the black boy could not be found in the photograph
15
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to call recurrence gluttony?5
the X’s wounds were left arrayed
the body facing its slit nation per the mother
the single leg of crucifixion
under which the coffin’s central figure
serviced the community as fulcrum
the X as savior scrubbed by hair and weeping
the preached singeing as metaphor6
the veil of the X, his beauty is subjectivity
his face and name, a river
the black boy becomes invisible
absorbent of all symbology7
womb, the promise’d, rigidity of physique
false liberty, etc and race rearranges
our house like a peculiar flame

5

Toni Morrison’s Sula: the summer of beautiful black boys… even their footsteps left a smell of
smoke
6

Sigmund Freud, (on violence) the patient has mismanaged superego and agresses against
silence
7
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a Allison,

Dorothy. “River of Names.” Trash. Ithica, New York: 1988. Firebrand Books.

b “speaks

of rivers” refers to the poem “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” by Langston Hughes. The Norton An
thology of Poetry. Fourth Edition. Eds. Margaret Ferguson, Mary Jo Salter, Jon Stallworthy. New
York: 1997, W. W. Norton & Company. (823).
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Ethnic Plaits
By Herbert Woodward Martin

Mary was the rarest of black women in the neighborhood.
She was confident in her lavish self so when her lawn
became unbearably unruly, she got down on her hands
and knees and folded the grass together leaf by leaf
into neatly crafted cornrows. She shaped skepticism into
smiles of wonderment at what a single woman could
accomplish when you have nothing to rely on
but your hands and ingenuity.
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Eula Cade
By Herbert Woodward Martin

black, willowy, staunchly tall,
worked all her adult life in a laundry,
washing and ironing other people’s clothes.
She silently amassed as many pay checks as her
strength allowed. She, in turn, gave as little of it back
as possible, investing in the necessary commodities that
would give her warmth, sustenance, and a small measure of ease.
She never went anywhere except to work, pay bills and church on Sunday.
She was not stingy; she made every penny go as far as it would willingly roll

on its sides. She found herself incarcerated in the anger at the way black people
in her city had been dismissed. She did not know about the history of anyone else.

For Social Justice
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The Homefront
By Jarvis Subia
Three things my mother will always tell me before leaving the house
As if her tongue is the prayer
Be safe,
I love you,
and are you coming home tonight?
To which I’ll stretch a grin across my face,
Breathe out a chuckle,
And respond
I love you too,
I promise not to bring home any babies,
and I don't know if I’m coming home.
When I was growing up my mother,
Always wanted to know where I was every minute of every day.
Told me “walk straight to your grandmother’s after school,”
“Stay where I can see you,”
“Don’t ask me to go outside one more time,”
And I never understood her logic.

When my high school peers found out a campus brawl
Can become just as much fight as war zone,
We learned that martial law will also equal SWAT teams and tear gas.
The thing is, most of our lessons growing up aren't taught in the classroom.
When a 16-year-old girl is stabbed 17 times in the parking lot during 5th period,
You learn these lessons are a means of survival
Taught in the boot camp our mothers can’t help but send us out into daily
But they're running out of room to count
Each new brown boy
Who has become offering to the asphalt while police refill the chalk outlines,
It’s the same pale barriers letting the neighborhood know where its place is.
And then in my hood,
Two family friends, father and son, are executed in their home
and becomes the first time I’ve ever considered buying a gun.
At what point is it okay to claim ourselves as militant?
To be constantly aware of the violence around us
and prepare for it.
Yet continue to send our soldiers to the slaughter
But how many casualties must we count up the block.
Maybe the only difference between the extremist mindset
19
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And the homefront, is how many bullets are in your chamber today.
How helpless is not just watching the neighborhood be attacked but your family too.
A man fresh out of prison spends his first day free
Putting a gun to my brother’s gut.
While they tell me, “you resemble him so much.”
We share the same face,
It’s a look that tries not to vomit back all this fear,
To not let it eat you alive is the largest instinct for survival.
And are taught survival is only in how fast your feet move
from the fight, or gunshot, or police
How they are the enemy too,
How every siren is an excuse for stop and frisk,
To hold me at gunpoint and grind my face into the asphalt
Under the excuse that I matched the profile
Motha-fucka I was born into this profile
This reason to hide,
Born to know how quickly the light of a cop car can resemble the light of god
Because standing your ground is the fastest way to birth a proud casket.
Because how many of our sons have we let become feed
And swallowed by a battlefield that we have been trained to call home.
I’ve know too many friends who have found faith inside the barrel of a gun.
Knowing well that every funeral will end in a church before they put them in the ground.
And it comes to the point where I just don’t know what to do with myself any more
To keep running or let this new faith consume me,
To buy some heat and wait on my porch for the flames.
It is a Russian roulette of, “I don't know if I’m coming back today.”
I always make sure to tell my mother I love her because it’s the last time she may ever hear it
And I count down the days until the bullets reach my doorstep,
Until my hands learn the trigger.

For Social Justice
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Grace
By Prophessor X
I just wanna clear my mind and focus on the divine voice to define my purpose
I got a lot of help in churches,
still left me feeling worthless.
Amidst my sins and so called friends
I depend on only God to guide me through;
this journey in search of what is true.
Reflecting on this life of strife;
What the fuck is that, this can’t be life
Thought about going to see my Uncle Sam cause that bitch Sallie Mae won’t leave me alone.
They both after my dollar and I don’t even have a home of my own.
they trying to make me into a clone;
Treat me like I ain’t grown.
This shit make me wanna go home,

to my granny crib.
Waking up on a palette to scents of sausage, eggs, toast, cooking drooling like I need a bib.
That Soul Food nothing going to waste
Ain’t have much but we savored the taste.
Bet not look at that food too long without saying Grace.
Talking about a family that prayed everyday.
Thank God for food clothes and a place to rest my face from the mask I had been wearing.
Need a facelift for the weight I have been bearing.
Thinking she was the only one who cared and I took that for granted.
That’s why when I’m shown love, I can’t Stand it

21
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“Po’ Chile”

“The Forge”
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“Art”

“Grandmother”
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On the Occasion of the 41st Anniversary of the
Assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.
By Bomani Moyenda
Are you in Restful Peace now?
Free at last now?
Are you smiling?
You were so very tired
The marching,
The speeches,
The planning
The organizing
The death threats
You were so very tired
Did you welcome the assassin’s bullet?
Polished and pointed
Honed by hatred
Powered by fears, crafted by lies
Aimed by squinting disapproval
Of messianic demand for change?
Would you have ducked if you had seen it coming
Whistling Dixie through the air
With all deliberate speed
To remind us all
You don’t mess with the man
Some said you went too far
Speaking out against that Vietnam War
Signed your death warrant you did
“Nigga should have stayed in his place.”
They cheered
That place you stepped into
That place you were murdered out of
Remains hollow, vacant, like an abandoned building in inner city America
A piece of Real Estate that won’t sell
You may remain forever its sole and rightful owner
And the North Wind still whistles Dixie

23
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Dodging bullets wasn’t your M.O.
That magic Memphis moment
On the eve of that ’68 savage act
You looked the mighty eagle in the eye
(Your eyes having already seen the glory of the coming of the bullet)1
And roared
“I’M NOT FEARING ANY MAN!”
And ruffled his feathers for the last time
Oh, you saw the bullet coming
Didn’t you?

“Man with a Fan”

1. Line adapted from: Howe, Julia W. 1861, Battle Hymn of the Republic, Public Domain, 1861
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When Lilies Blossom
By Adrienne Crowder

In a perfect world.
Fresh cut dandelions and bluegrass
Make a sturdy green carpet,
For barefoot children.
They lay on it
Searching for 4 leaf clovers.
No weed killer chemical contamination
For the parents to fear.
In a perfect world.
Bacon is pork belly.
Pillows are from down.
The dining room table is where we eat dinner together.
The ladies next door
Are married.
They bake cookies and have yard sales,
Everyone comes over.
There are no whispers or rumors,
And the kids aren't told
The women are sisters
In a perfect world.
Police are pillars of the community.
The sheriff has his badge,
And keeps his gun holstered.
The deputy is a woman,
Unafraid, protecting, serving
Giving out traffic tickets.
Not in fear for her life,
When a black youth looks her way.
Makes eye contact.
Raises his hands, walks away.
There is no fear, no anger.
In a perfect world.
Poetry is written about
Love, lust, the moon, the stars,
Kisses, kisses, cloudy days and
Smiles and giggles, as the children
Run through the spray,
25
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Of a water fountain, on a summer day.
Lilies blossoming in the spring.
In a perfect world
Black lives matter,
Killing a black life matters,
Our tears matter,
Husbands’ and wives’ lives matter,
Sons’ and daughters’ lives matter,
Boys’ and girls’ lives matter,
Black lives matter.
In a perfect world.
I could fill your heart with
The pain I feel.
So that you would know
That you should say no.
To the florist,
Who forces the lilies to blossom from spring to summer,
Fall to winter, back to back
For the funerals.
Rack after rack after rack,
For lilies that are meant to blossom in the spring.
In a perfect world.
Death comes in the night for the very old.
Funeral homes smell of incense,
The flowers of the season,
We wake the very old for two days.
We tell the stories of their long full lives.
Lilies fill Easter baskets,
Lilies are the aroma of Mother’s Day bouquets.
Lilies blossom in the spring.
In a perfect world.
The butterflies thrive,
The rainforest cleans the air.
Our life spans caught up to our technology,
And we will all live to be one hundred and three.
Because we stopped killing each other,
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Your husband will tell your son,
The truth.
About his beauty, his carbon footprint,
And his universal connection to my son.
In a perfect world.
Black lives matter,
Killing a black life matters,
Our tears matter,
Husbands’ and wives’ lives matter.
Sons’ and daughters’ lives matter.
Boys’ and girls’ lives matter.
Black lives matter.
In a perfect world.
Clean water is available to the masses in Ethiopia.
Fruits and vegetables are affordable in the dessert.
There are shoes for everyone.
Red apples are sweet.
All the families have the internet.
The bee hive in the backyard is most important.
The children learn to read.
You realize you got a dog in this fight.
And it does rain in Southern California.
In a perfect world.
We are all bilingual.
We embrace that we are all multiracial.
We celebrate our differences.
We temper our tempers.
Love is patient.
Music is the universal language.
The ties that bind us together are stronger than those that would tear us apart.
In a perfect world.
Poetry is written about
Love, lust, the moon, the stars.
Kisses, kisses, cloudy days and
Smiles and giggles, as the children
Run through the spray.
Of a water fountain, on a summer day
Lilies blossom in the spring
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Maiya Celeste received her Bachelor of Science in Fine Arts from Skidmore College. She is a Multimedia Artist and began exploring writing as an art medium in January of 2015. She hopes to resonate
with silenced voices by illuminating history and theory, with goals of dialogue, understanding, solidarity, power and pride at its core.

Adrian Ernesto Cepeda is an L.A, Poet who is currently enrolled in the MFA Graduate program at
Antioch University in Los Angeles where he lives with his wife and their cat Woody Gold. His poetry
has been featured in The Yellow Chair Review, Thick With Conviction, Silver Birch Press and one of his poems was named Cultured Vultures’ Top 3 Poems of the Week. You can connect with Adrian on his website: http://www.adrianernestocepeda.com/

Adrienne Crowder, a Dayton native, was exposed to the arts by her mother who worked at Antioch
in the seventies. Her creativity blossomed at the age of seven after writing her first poem. She channels
her experiences as a mother, airman, student and nurse into the expression of her poetic art.

Ryan S. Dean is a graduate from Indiana University with a B.A. in creative writing. World travel,
writing and coffee are three passions that fuel his creativity.

Herbert Woodward Martin has poems appearing in Seneca Review, Kerf, Stand (UK) , The Antioch
Voice, HQ Poetry Magazine (UK), and The Caribbean Writer.

Cleavon ProPhessor X Matthews was born and raised in Memphis, TN, residing now in Dayton,
OH, after completion of his undergrad studies at Rust College. A Business Major, ProPhessor X aspires
to help inspire a generation above and beyond what has been placed before them.

Breanna McGowan lives in Bellbrook, Ohio. A full time Medical Assistant and part time Home
Caregiver, she is fairly new to the writing world, but she has made poetry a nice hobby outlet from her
busy schedule. She performs her poetry at the Canal Public House in Dayton, Ohio.

Bomani Moyenda is a long time Yellow Springs resident, poet, activist and father of four. He became active in founding Black Lives Matter Miami Valley after the police killing of John Crawford III in
Beavercreek. He facilitates Writers Eclectic, a local writers group which in the process of self-publishing
its first anthology.

Dave Nichols is a writer from Cleveland, Ohio. He is a former editor-in-chief of Nexus Literary Journal. He thinks a range life would be best. His chapbook In Chinatown was published by Blasted Nips
Press.

Ardella Reliford attended Indiana State College in Terre Haute majoring in Commercial Art and Art
Education, and Central State University in Wilberforce. She has taught art for many years in both the
Dayton Public and Charter Schools. Ms. Reliford just recently completed the Antioch University Midwest Masters ‘ Program in Special Education.

Jarvis Subia is a recent graduate of San Francisco State University’s Creative Writing program. Jarvis
is a spoken word and slam poet born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area. He has been a part of 5
national poetry slam teams representing his school and city, most recently placing 2nd in the nation for
multi-voice poems with the Palo Alto slam team; he is a recipient of the SF Browning Societies Kay
Stewart Award, and was also 2 year president of Spoken Poetry Expressed by All Kinds at SFSU.
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